IN FOCUS

A Message from the Editor

Information
Stakeholders Unite!

T

his year’s joint ARMA International/Forrester Research
technology survey results affirm the direction ARMA has been
advocating for the past few years:
records and information management (RIM) professionals need to
be developing broader information governance (IG) skills if they
want to have more influence in
and impact on their organizations.
IG skills, which encompass
aspects of IT, legal, privacy, and
business/audit, would allow survey respondents to meet what
they identified as their organizations’ second greatest challenge:
“lack of IT, legal, compliance, and
business stakeholder alignment.”
Understanding what these other
stakeholders’ information-related
goals and challenges are and being able to work with them to help
them meet those goals will result
in stronger RIM and IG programs.
For example, working more
closely with IT stakeholders would
have a major impact on improving
what survey respondents said is
their organizations’ third greatest
challenge: “limited capabilities to
integrate with other systems.”
Perhaps, developing stronger
relationships with IT stakeholders
should be a major objective for RIM
professionals. Forrester analyst
Cheryl McKinnon, IGP, concludes
in her cover article, “As IG concepts
help propel the RM profession into
its next level of maturity, areas of
richest opportunity include deepening the relationship with IT to get a
strong grasp on storage, technology
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roadmaps, and software budgets.”
Reading this issue will pay dividends in this regard.
Authors Karim N. Sidi and
Dale A. Hutchinson explain in
“The Trusted Information Payoff”
how using an information management framework can address the
problems that arise from incompatible information systems and data
sources. This framework depends
on data standards that are enforced
through active governance to produce information that is true, has
integrity, and can be trusted.
RIM, IT, and legal stakeholders
all need to understand the risks
of engaging service providers that
will handle their information assets
– digital and physical. In “Risky
Business,” National Association for
Information Destruction President
Robert Johnson provides a rundown of regulatory, due diligence,
and contractual requirements organizations need to meet in these
relationships.
RIM professionals also need
to work closely with information
stakeholders to implement technology solutions in organizations that
want to progress toward having
a paperless office. Anna Stratton,
CDIA, explains in her RIM Fundamentals Series article that two of
the primary factors that contribute
to failed technology implementations are 1) jumping to a technology
solution without first doing a needs
assessment and 2) providing access
to the technology without sufficient
training or a model for end users
to follow.

The most prevalent types of
technology being implemented
in organizations today are webbased, and the information being created or stored with these
tools also needs the attention of
all information stakeholders. The
recent revelation about the U.S.
National Security Agency’s surveillance of web-based traffic and the
data breaches that are frequently
in the news also put pressure on
information stakeholders to work
together. Read Julie Gable’s article
to find out how technology law expert Michael Geist, J.S.D., believes
these types of incidents will lead
to the Generally Accepted Recordkeeping Principles® being extended
in new ways.
What information challenges is
your organization facing? E-mail
editor@armaintl.org to tell us
how we can help.
Vicki Wiler
Editor in Chief
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